of a sudden
Neah Bay: the back stoop of the continent
--the haunch of...
--the hip pocket of...
warlock - Peter
the dramatic Makahs
Strait's Indians' fear that the Haidas would come down on them from the north and kill them like puppies.

McD: Haida woman at Pt. Townsend ripped a handful of grass, let is blow away, said that was the ease with which the Haidas would kill the others. (McD. p. 55)

That, she said, that was how easily her tribe would kill them.
Jan. 19, 1865—diary reference to Qlltes killing Makahs: is this the first reference? If so, revise the day 19 chronology accordingly.
insert ref'ce to northern Indians in Day 19, esp. "dread Haidas"
horses roaming Neah Bay, running before cars, rolling in beach sand; they seem the true residents, like Asotegue ponies of

Island
Tahooch: Mdg's like tiny village, or a few acres floating at sea near host

next find in area

Cape Flp'y 7 land: 35' long, 20', while packed clay, like clams patchers mud - 6 behind, 5 ahead, can't fall away
- Ve W N, as far as can be seen by blowing out & night

hug cliffs that are across
Cape F: caves below.  Pit 7 land.
very steep, like a edge.  The
side.

Behind me 2.  200' away,
hangs trends stalact 1 ice,
higher than I am, clanging on
told a cave.

- trees - evergreens - can sight out
- 0. 4' 7 land over ocean

- wand: I crone, not to be

pulled 71
- cliffs on far, gray mist - be
very old, very way
- surprisingly lit and all sand - more
more 7 wind

- I can see.  [illegible] moon move
- C. 17 house tower.
When it reaches me, it gives a soft blink & is gone for another 4 seconds (15 times/min).

- Cedar
  - 6-speed tree & trail just above cape: like mast, 5 dead, 1 living
  - Like candelabra

Trailhead sign:
- Rugged & high cliff
- Extremely dangerous area (cave) enter at own risk